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The freedom of speech is dead. Freedom of religion is dead. Freedom of assembly is dead. The First Amendment is dead. Today, any speech, any gathering, any religious teaching that is not sanctioned by the state is verboten. And the state-created and state-protected social media monopolies Facebook, Twitter and YouTube are the guardians of America’s new Orwellian state.

Roman senator and renowned Roman historian Publius (Gaius) Cornelius Tacitus (56 - 120) rightly declared, “If you would know who controls you, see who you may not criticise” [spelling in the original]. No words have been more truly spoken.

Using Tacitus’ measurement of identifying tyrants, it is crystal clear that America’s tyrants include Anthony (Heil Hitler) Fauci and his gaggle of Gestapoesque medical/Big Pharma despots. The medical industry in America has been transformed into a totalitarian machine that will not permit open dissent.

Senator Rand Paul (himself a medical doctor) was exactly right when he recently called Fauci a “petty tyrant.”

The Father of Western Medicine, Hippocrates (460 BC – 370 BC), wrote the famous Hippocratic Oath, which was used as a model creed for physicians for centuries. His oath reads in part:

With regard to healing the sick, I will devise and order for them the best diet, according to my judgment and means; and I will take care that they suffer no hurt or damage.

Nor shall any man's entreaty prevail upon me to administer poison to anyone; neither will I counsel any man to do so. Moreover, I will give no sort of medicine to any pregnant woman, with a view to destroy the child.

Further, I will comport myself and use my knowledge in a godly manner.

Whatever, in the course of my practice, I may see or hear (even when not invited), whatever I may happen
to obtain knowledge of, if it be not proper to repeat it, I will keep sacred and secret within my own breast.

If I faithfully observe this oath, may I thrive and prosper in my fortune and profession, and live in the estimation of posterity; or on breach thereof, may the reverse be my fate!"

The Covid narrative that the vast majority of America’s physicians are wholeheartedly promoting violates all of these honorable principles so intrinsically attached to the physician’s oath of conduct.

The Covid vaccinations which the American people are being coerced into taking are totally experimental—lacking the sanction of the FDA and any true knowledge of their potential future harm. In the very brief time that the vaccines were being tested on animals, all of the animals died. The only reason why the vaccines are legally administered to human beings is because of then-President Donald Trump’s Emergency Order. This means that the vaccines are still in a trial phase and every person who receives the vaccines is a human guinea pig.

So while private citizen Donald Trump now verbally criticizes Fauci, he continues to do Fauci’s bidding by promoting the experimental Covid vaccines, including telling all of the “conservatives” at the last CPAC convention to “get vaccinated.” Trump has spoken with a forked tongue from day number one.

Please understand that our government has never allowed this kind of unapproved, untested vaccine to be administered to the American people before. This is the VERY FIRST TIME. If this doesn’t give you pause about taking the vaccine, I doubt that there is any hope for you.

The CDC itself reported that as of April 5, 2,794 people have died after taking the experimental Covid vaccinations.

From 2010 through the end of 2020, an entire decade spanning 11 years, there were a total of 2,588 deaths recorded following vaccines. So deaths following vaccines during the first three months of 2021 have now exceeded total vaccine deaths for the past 11 years.

Besides the 2,794 deaths the CDC reported earlier last week, their data also reveals 56,869 injuries, including 8,975 visits to Emergency Room doctors, 941 permanent disabilities and 4,972 hospitalizations.

What was that Hippocrates said about administering poison to people?

The medical ethics practiced by the majority of physicians today seem to more resemble those of Dr. Josef Mengele than those of Hippocrates. Thank God for the courageous doctors who have refused to submit to the phony Covid narrative. They have done so under great duress from their peers.

During my message to Liberty Fellowship last Sunday I reviewed these facts as an illustration of how Christian people in America have surrendered their conscience, heritage and liberties to the faux science promoting the Covid narrative.

And for this, YouTube censored the message.

The message is entitled A Flu Virus Is Not Our Problem, Spiritual Blindness Is Our Problem.
HERE IS THE MESSAGE THAT YOUTUBE CENSORED.

As a result, I strongly urge readers who watch my livestream messages on Sunday afternoons to begin watching the livestream messages on our Liberty Fellowship Live Stream Page and not on YouTube.

It seems obvious that YouTube has begun a communist/fascist-style purge where no one will be permitted to criticize the phony Covid narrative.

Remember what Tacitus said: “If you would know who controls you, see who you may not criticise.”

These servants of the new Holy Covid Empire in medicine and the news media are even willing to lay their (paid) silence on the altar of the deaths of their own colleagues.

Here is the story of a healthy 27-year-old physician who died three months after receiving the Covid injection. Tell this story to your doctor the next time he or she tells you that the jab is safe.

Here is the former Pfizer Vice President saying your government is lying to you.

In his warning, former Pfizer VP, Dr. Michael Yeadon, said, “Your government is lying to you in a way that could lead to your death!”

Dr. Yeadon went on to say,

    Look out the window, and think, ‘why is my government lying to me about something so fundamental?’
    Because, I think the answer is, they are going to kill you using this method. They’re going to kill you and your family.

Here is the story of how the mainstream media is willing to sacrifice one of their own, a healthy 47-year-old MSNBC legal analyst who died less than 37 days after receiving the experimental Covid vaccine, in order to maintain loyalty to the Holy Covid Empire.

And people who are offended by the term Holy Covid Empire should read this report. Jon Rappoport sagaciously points out that the Covid narrative is not science; it is occultism.

In Canada, pastors who refuse to embrace the Covid narrative have been jailed and their churches fenced off by the government. All over the world, people have been subjected to arrest, imprisonment, dismissal from work and harassment of every sort for not embracing the Covid narrative.

No! This is not about health; this is about forced submission to the Holy Covid Empire. The punitive actions being taken against Covid dissenters are the fanatical acts of religious inquisitors, not the kind concerns of compassionate healers.

Now in America, the former “land of the free,” a pastor (YOURs TRULY) is being censored by YouTube for daring to criticize this new (un)holy empire that is being constructed in front of our very eyes.
I’ll say here what I said in my (censored) message last Sunday:

What an opportunity the Church had over this past year to show itself as the salt and light of the earth. Had the Church set itself as a city on a hill, had it maintained its salty preservatives, there is no telling how God would have honored its faith and testimony, brought millions of souls into the Kingdom and placed a dagger in the heart of the evil one. Instead, the Church closed its doors, turned off its light and threw itself under the foot of men.

This is why I keep saying that America’s problems are not political; they are spiritual.

When the Church stops playing politics and pandering to politicians and begins taking a courageous, uncompromising stand for the truth of God’s Word, that’s when God will begin healing our land.

Yes, the First Amendment, including the freedom of speech, is DEAD. But since when has despotic dictation stopped God’s men from thundering forth the truth? Since Covid, I guess. Perhaps they weren’t really God’s men to begin with.

I truly believe that what we are witnessing is the separating of the wheat from the chaff, the shepherds from the hirelings. The phony pastors and preachers who are submitting to this antichrist system are proving who and what they are to the whole world.

God has allowed the Church to play games and pastors to lick the king’s boots long enough. The day of reckoning has arrived when the true Church is being required to separate from the apostates and take their stand alongside the Remnant—or be devoured by the Beast.

YouTube or no YouTube, I will keep preaching the truth and resisting the tyrants.

P.S. I again urge readers to watch my series of five messages (on one DVD) entitled The Rise Of The Beast: Coronavirus And Antichrist.

P.P.S. We will continue to livestream on YouTube as long as we can, but I again urge folks to watch our Sunday livestream messages on our own Liberty Fellowship website.

P.P.P.S. Today I am introducing a brand new—and monumentally important—message DVD entitled The Noahic Covenant: The Magna Carta Of Our Natural Liberties.

The foundation of Natural Law is laid in the Noahic Covenant. The fact that the Natural Law principles set forth in the Noahic Covenant have not been taught in America’s churches for at least 100 years is largely the reason why America is currently in a terminal tailspin toward totalitarianism and is a major reason why evangelical churches lack the spiritual cognizance and discernment to be able to understand and resist this demonic attack against our liberties.

The Noahic Covenant is probably the most overlooked and ignored of all of God's covenants. One cannot properly understand the principles of Natural Law without understanding the Noahic Covenant.

And we have added this message DVD to the Natural Law, Liberty & Government Package of 10 messages—
including Christ’s Law Of The Sword, Biblical Evidence Of Natural Law, etc.—at a huge discount.
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